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At present, FPGA (field-programmable gate array) architecture has made great progress in the requirements of hardware volume,
which can meet common needs. However, for the increasing number of resources, it is difficult to significantly reduce the delay of
process mapping.+erefore, this paper proposes FDMAP (fit descendingmap) algorithm from the perspective of the LUTnumber
to reduce the delay. +is paper proposes a method of FPGA mapping and debugging for heterogeneous multicore high-per-
formance processors based on isomorphic symmetric FPGA architecture, which effectively utilizes the architectural features of
heterogeneous multicore processors and the symmetric features of isomorphic FPGA, divides FPGA functions from top to bottom
in a hierarchical way, and constructs FPGA architecture from bottom to top. Using differential bridge and adaptive delay
adjustment sampling technology, combined with the embedded virtual logic analyzer debugging tool, FPGA architecture can be
lightened and deployed quickly. Multicore complementary core-to-core replacement simulation mapping methods such as debug
shells can be used to effectively complete the mapping of the target’s high-performance heterogeneous multicore processor to the
entire SOC (system on-ship) chip system-level FPGA. In the aspect of algorithm, the fdmap algorithm is mainly implemented, and
the low latency mapping of resources is realized with FPGA architecture. In order to verify the effectiveness of mapping the fdmap
algorithm, this paper compares the fdmap algorithm with the vector VM algorithm.+e research shows that when the wavelength
resolution is 7 pm and the temperature error is less than 1°C, the shell is debugged, and 10 mapping examples are simulated with
the fdmap algorithm. In the experiment, the LUTwith the most critical 20% is selected, and the closed value of the LUTsearch type
is set to 0.86. Compared with the original data, the number of LUTs increased by 15.2%, and the criticality decreased by 35.21%.
Compared with the vector VM algorithm with the biggest gap, the number of LUTs decreased by 14.25%, the criticality improved
by 14.21%, and the overall delay decreased by 65%. +erefore, the isomorphic symmetric FPGA architecture proposed in this
paper can improve the structural criticality and significantly reduce the latency while reducing the number of LUTs.

1. Introduction

At present, FPGA process mapping and mapping methods
have been successfully applied in processor mapping of
different architectures. In order to make up for the defi-
ciency of traditional analog mapping, Intel has adopted
FPGA architecture in design mapping and performance
analysis of each generation of processor. +e domestic
Loongson team has completed the FPGA mapping of
Loongson-2g by using multi-FPGA process mapping. +ese
FPGA process maps mainly focus on the prototype mapping
of single architecture and single processor core on FPGA,
but how to build FPGA architecture and debug FPGA

mapping methods for heterogeneous multicore high-per-
formance processor chips with multigrain (die) is not
involved.

At present, many scholars use intelligent algorithms such
as particle swarm optimization to solve the problems of
national process load balancing and delay optimization
under multiresource constraints. For example, Luo
R. defined the national process mapping problem as a
multidimensional process mapping problem, proposed a
reordering grouping genetic algorithm (RGGA), and used
the real mapping to understand the advantages of the RGGA
[1]. Wang P. abstracted the national process configuration
problem as minimizing the total resource loss and compared
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it with the traditional single objective process mapping al-
gorithm, which proves the effectiveness of the algorithm [2].
Among them, Bowles deimproved the algorithm that de-
pends on a single resource type, improved the national
process integration problem to a multidimensional process
mapping problem that supports multiple resource types, and
solved the problem through the ACO algorithm [3]. Lewis
D. proposed the vector VM algorithm that is based on the
vector computing theory and proposed a static national
process placement algorithm, dynamic national process
placement algorithm, and load balancing algorithm [4].
Menasri W. depended on the analysis of the historical load
data of the data center, combined with the real-time VM
resource monitoring, and used the migration mechanism of
national technology to prevent the overload of physical
LUT-based FPGA [5].

In terms of algorithm, Jia J. proposed an enhanced FFD
algorithm based on the first fit decreasing (FFD) algorithm.
On the basis of dynamic monitoring of LUT-based FPGA
resource utilization, a dynamic migration strategy is used to
achieve a lower delay of LUT-based FPGA [6]. Kamali et al.
proposed an algorithm that applies growing self-organizing
feature graphs to reinforcement learning and realized the
best representation of state space through two growing self-
organizing maps [7]. Kumar et al., according to the char-
acteristics of self-organizing growth map (GSOM) and
binocular stereo vision parallax theory, solved the problem
of determining the topological structure of the SOM net-
work in advance by constructing the topological relationship
of the spatial environment [8]. Venieris and Christos-Savvas
proposed a synchronous positioning and process mapping
construction model based on local view and pose recogni-
tion with a rat navigation LUT unit consisting of view cells
and experience process mapping and a SLAM navigation
strategy, significantly reducing FPGA communication la-
tency [9]. +e above research has made a great contribution
to the process of process mapping and the improvement of
hardware performance from the perspective of a static al-
gorithm and delay reduction. However, there is little re-
search on the topology of mapping at present, and the
difficulty is that the consistency of topology and physical
resource scheduling is difficult to be solved.

+is paper presents a method of FPGA mapping and
debugging for heterogeneous multicore high-performance
processors based on a heterogeneous symmetric FPGA ar-
chitecture. It effectively utilizes the architecture character-
istics of heterogeneous multicore processors and the
symmetry characteristics similar to FPGA. Speed bridge and
adaptive delay are used to adjust the sampling technology
combined with the debugging tool of the embedded virtual
logic analyzer to quickly complete the construction and
deployment of FPGA architecture. Multicore completion,
intercore replacement, simulation debugging, shell, and
other mapping methods can be used to effectively complete
the system-level FPGA mapping of a high-performance
heterogeneous multicore processor and the whole SOC chip.
In the aspect of algorithm, we mainly implement the fdmap
algorithm and combine it with FPGA architecture to achieve
low latency resource mapping.

2. FPGA Architecture and Process
Mapping Algorithm

2.1. FPGA Architecture. With the development of processor
architecture, high-performance heterogeneous multicore
processors are emerging. Because the design of a high-
performance heterogeneous multicore processor is very
complex, in order to reduce the design risk, shorten the
mapping cycle, carry out software development ahead of
time, and reproduce the problems after silicon, it usually
needs the prototype mapping architecture of FPGA (field-
programmable gate array) and carries out a variety of
hardware and software collaborative mapping and debug-
ging works based on FPGA architecture [10]. +e proposed
FPGA debugging and mapping method for heterogeneous
multicore high-performance processors based on isomor-
phic FPGA architecture effectively utilizes the architecture
characteristics of heterogeneous multicore processors and
the symmetry characteristics of isomorphic FPGA, divides
FPGA from top to bottom in a hierarchical way, and
constructs FPGA architecture from bottom to top [11].
Combined with differential bridge, adaptive delay adjust-
ment, embedded virtual logic analyzer (VLA), and other
technologies, the FPGA architecture can be quickly brought
up and deployed [12]. +e proposed methods, such as
multicore complementation, intercore replacement, and
simulation debugging shell, can quickly and completely map
the target high-performance heterogeneous multicore pro-
cessor to FPGA [13]. +rough FPGAs, in recent years, with
the continuous expansion of the processor application field,
the functional requirements of processors to handle complex
scenarios in real-world applications have increased. +e
traditional general-purpose processors for general-purpose
computing scenarios cannot meet these requirements, so
heterogeneous multicore processors for complex applica-
tions are emerging [14]. For high-performance heteroge-
neous multicore processors, the overall design scale is very
large because of its many core groups, complex internal
architecture, diverse intercore communication, and rich
high-speed peripheral interfaces. As a result, the state space
to be mapped has grown exponentially, and the complete
function mapping has become a bottleneck in the design of
heterogeneous multicore processors [15]. +e traditional
method based on software simulation mapping is flexible
and easy to use. However, with the increase of the logic unit
size of a heterogeneous multicore processor, the speed of
full-chip system-level simulation mapping decreases sig-
nificantly [16]. Although the transaction-based mapping
method can improve the abstract level of the mapping object
and accelerate the mapping speed, for the target design to be
mapped in this paper, its running speed can only reach tens
of hertz (Hz), or even a few hertz, and sometimes there are
software simulation EDA (Electronic Design). It is impos-
sible to run a large number of extensive system-level test
programs, not to mention the complex mixed mapping of
software and hardware [17]. +e simulation mapping based
on hardware simulation accelerator can run at several
hundred kilohertz (kHz), even to megahertz (MHz) after
optimization. However, it has high requirements for the
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operating environment, high maintenance cost, and high price
[18]. On the other hand, although its running speed is hundreds
to thousands of times faster than the simulation speed, it still
cannot meet the requirements of the operating system, com-
piler, system-level software application and performance,
pressure test program, and so on. FPGA can implementmost of
the functions of the processor design, and other analog custom
circuits cannot be implemented on FPGA, which can carry out
high-speed prototype mapping [19]. Because its running speed
can reach tens to hundreds of megabytes, it can run more and
more real test programs and system software and often find
many problems that are difficult to find in software simulation
mapping [20]. In addition, simulation mapping and hardware
simulation can only connect test models or virtual devices,
which canmake a difference between themapping environment
and the behavior of real physical devices. However, the ar-
chitecture is widely used in system-level software development,
testing, and processor development mapping, and performance
analysis plays a very important role [21].

2.2. Process Mapping Transformation Algorithm. Firstly,
graph G (V, E) is defined as a directed acyclic Boolean graph.
For the process mapping of Xiangxi Ethnic Minorities, this
paper constructs a delay-oriented process mapping trans-
formation algorithm and uses the Gaussian function to
express the neighborhood constraint:

G(V, E) � ln
Vit

FIit − 1
 

� α + β ln FIit − 1 + vi + It ∗ S − X,

(1)

where V and FI are the positions of the output unit and the
winning unit, respectively, and S is the neighborhood range. It
represents the connection weight from the input unit to the
output unit. +e value of each connection weight is called
weight. Here, the Euclidean distance is used to judge the weight
of the corresponding connection weight. +e calculation for-
mula is as follows:
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Here,W is the input of the unit and X is the weighted unit
to unit connection weight. Using the minimum similarity
measure to determine whether the winning unit is the best
matching unit, update the connection weights of all units in
the winning unit. +e update rules are as follows:
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where F is the neighborhood and X is the learning factor.+e
update rule means that this method can generate typical
connection weights represented by the winner and adjacent
weights corresponding to the winner. When all the input
samples are satisfied, the training is finished, which is the
given error. Otherwise, repeat the steps until all the training
samples are finished.
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+e environment landmark is established in the process
mapping, and the discharge model of the position LUTunit
is mapped into the two-dimensional space of the process
mapping. +e discharge rate of the position LUT unit after
position coding is obtained through landmark recognition.
+e discharge rate of the moving process map at the second
position in the real space is as follows:

P ui, wj  � P di( P wj|di ; P wj|di 

� 
K

k�1
P wj|zk P zk|di( ,

(5)

LUT �
P

π
, uh ≤ uj ≤ · · · ≤ uk, (6)

whereD is the real position of the position LUTunit in space
and u is the reference position of the position LUTunit. +e
excitation degree of the LUT unit has a strong position
selectivity, and in a specific position, the position LUT unit
presents the maximum discharge rate [22]. +e cognitive
path of process mapping in space can be obtained by
connecting multiple corresponding positions; that is, the
position LUT unit can encode the position information of
the current corresponding position, and the position in-
formation encoded by multiple position LUT units can
encode the real space trajectory of process mapping. Based
on this, this paper proposes a SLAM algorithm combining
GSOM neural network and location LUT unit, as shown in
Figure 1, where a is the LUT cell mapping relation and b is
the LUT cell mapping transformation.

+e environment information mapped by GSOM is
associated with the location information represented by the
location LUT unit, and the algorithm is applied to the VP-
SLAM model to establish the FPGA physical model:

Gjh �


hj

Z�1 
nh

r�1 yji − yhr





njnh uj + uh 
. (7)

+rough the vision sensor mounted on the process
mapping architecture, the environment image is captured in
the process of process mapping roaming. After image
processing, the position coordinate information is obtained
and added to the GSOM network dataset. +e training
samples are input to the improved GSOM neural network
for competitive learning, and the winning LUT unit asso-
ciated with the discharge rate of position LUTunit is output
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[23]. If the position error between the winner’s LUT unit
and the GSOM network dataset is less than a certain
threshold, the position information encoded by the current
LUT unit will match the process mapping position. Oth-
erwise, the coordinates of the current process mapping
position are recorded and added to the GSOM network
dataset:
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Let the number of all national processes in the data
center be K, t denotes any virtual machine, and JH de-
notes the specific resource requirements of virtual ma-
chine VI. Let the number of physical LUT-based FPGAs
in the data center be D, where C represents any physical
LUT-based FPGA in the data center. For heterogeneous
physical LUT-based FPGAs with different hardware
parameters, the available resource vectors can be
expressed as
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where d is the number of resource types. When d� 0, it
means that the LUT-based FPGA is in the state of energy
saving (such as sleep, shutdown, or low-frequency opera-
tion), and when d� 1, it means that the LUT-based FPGA is
in the state of operation [24]. Suppose that when a virtual
machine is mapped to a physical LUT-based FPGA, the
mapping relationship between all virtual machines in the
data center and the physical LUT-based FPGA can be
represented by a matrix R:
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For the virtual machine mapped on physical LUT-based
FPGA, the column vector in the virtual machine mapping
matrix D can be used as follows:

1
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R
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+e value of R is the number of virtual machines mapped
on the LUT unit, and t indicates that the FPGA based on
LUT is idle and has the condition to switch to the energy-
saving state. +e mapping matrix between the virtual ma-
chine and physical LUT-based FPGA is proved:

ln
FIit

FIit − 1
  � α + β ln FIit − 1 + ϕXit − 1 + vi + τt. (14)

It represents the mapping of any virtual machine to all
physical LUT-based FPGAs in the data center. According to
the definition, VI represents being mapped to physical LUT-
based FPGAs. Since any virtual machine can only be mapped
to one physical LUT-based FPGAs at the same time, there are
cases where equation (15) holds for all rows of each LUTcell:

θ(p, q) � arctan
L(p, q + 1) − L(p, q − 1)

L(p + 1, q) − L(p − 1, q)
 . (15)

+e network delay between any two virtual machines is
defined in the virtual machine intranet communication
matrix:
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Figure 1: LUT mapping transformation and mapping relationship.
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Gt �  k
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where G is the total amount of data transmission of the
virtual machine in the whole life cycle of the virtual machine
and D is the total amount of data transmission of the virtual
machine. However, for the physical data center, the opti-
mization of LUT-based FPGA resource utilization or delay
efficiency makes the number of LUT-based FPGAs to be
activated minimum. +at is, under the premise of meeting
the resource constraints, the virtual machine mapping
matrix M is satisfied

kt1[i] � 
j

cos w
1
i , w

2
j . (17)

Minimize the number of rows for the condition. +e
state of LUT-based FPGA can be obtained by the physical
LUT-based FPGA state vector k. +e LUT-based FPGA
delay optimization problem can be expressed as

ht � tanh wcxt + uc rtΘht−1(  + bc( , (18)

where h is the sum of all virtual machine resource re-
quirements mapped to any physical LUT-based FPGA,
which cannot be greater than the corresponding host LUT-
based FPGA resources. In theory, the network delay opti-
mization of the data center is to find out a set of optimized
virtual machine mapping functions, that is, to reduce the
network transmission within the data center by optimizing
the mapping of the virtual machine, not only to reduce the
data transmission between LUT-based FPGAs but also to
optimize the network transmission path, that is, to reduce
the number of switches or routers that need to pass in the
process of network transmission number [25]. Based on the
virtual machine delay matrix, find virtual machines that are
in high demand for network communication and map these
virtual machines to the same physical LUT-based FPGA as
much as possible or between multiple LUT-based FPGAs in
the same switch. In this way, most of the internal delay can
be controlled by the same physical LUT-based FPGA, and
the total amount of network transmission to the switch or
router can be reduced as much as possible. When the
network traffic inside the data center is reduced, the number
of network devices (switches, routers, etc.) that need to be
activated will be reduced, and the idle network devices will
be adjusted to the state of energy saving so as to achieve the
purpose of energy saving and emission reduction. +e
network optimization problem of data center can be
expressed as

ht � ztΘht−1 + 1 − zt( Θht, (19)

where Z represents the internal data center and the data
transmission amount between the physical LUT-based
FPGA nodes represents the total data transmission amount
between the virtual machine and the external data center,
which cannot be optimized by the mapping of the virtual
machine. HT represents the resource constraints in the
process of virtual machine mapping. +ere are many re-
searches on how to achieve the purpose of energy saving by
shutting down the network equipment in the data center. In

the vertical structure, the most commonly used method is to
use the greedy algorithm to select a left link to meet the
demand; in the horizontal structure, the previous random
selection strategy is improved to the principle of from left to
right. When the algorithm is completed, it can calculate an
optimized subset of network devices that meet the current
demand and have a small number of devices, and the
network devices without delay, such as routers or switches,
can be adjusted to the energy-saving state. On the basis of
network optimization, that is, on the basis of equation (4),
the delay optimization problem of network equipment can
be expressed as

lnHYit � a0 + a1du∗ dt + 
N

i�1
bjXu + εu, (20)

where HY represents the static delay of network equipment
and the process mapping problem is a simple dynamic
programming problem. However, in the process of mapping
virtual machines to LUT-based FPGA, the resource con-
straints need to be considered; that is, the total resource
requirements of all virtual machines mapped to any LUT-
based FPGA cannot exceed the physical resource constraints
of the LUT-based FPGA. +erefore, the mapping of the
virtual machine to LUT-based FPGA in this paper belongs to
the process mapping problem under multiresource con-
straints and the NP-hard problem. +rough the mapping of
the virtual machine to minimize the amount of data
transmission in the data center network, this problem can be
abstracted as a quadratic assignment QAP problem, and the
solution of the QAP problem is also NP-hard. +ere is a
great similarity between the shortest path problem and the
combinatorial optimization problem, which makes it pos-
sible to solve combinatorial optimization problems based on
the ACO algorithm.

In order to describe the fdmap algorithm conveniently,
let V (x) denote the probability that ants choose to map
virtual machine VI to physical LUT-based FPGA. When
using LUT-based FPGA delay optimization and network
resource optimization, the heuristic information (visibility)
of virtual machine VI is mapped to physical LUT-based
FPGA. In the initial state of the algorithm, the ant K starts to
construct the solution of the problem step by step. In this
process, each iteration is represented by the time scale T.
Because the ant K must first satisfy the physical resource h
constraint in the process of constructing the solution, the
rule that the ant chooses the virtual machine to put into the
LUT-based FPGA can be expressed as follows:

V(x) �
1
Nh

 N
i�1k

Xi − x

h
 , (21)

where Nh is a random variable; when the generated random
variable meets the conditions, the maximum value in the
formula is obtained; and VI is mapped to DJ, where pa-
rameter a represents the enhancement factor of pheromone
and G represents the enhanced visibility. In all unmapped
virtual machine sets, all virtual machine sets can be put into
(meet the resource constraints) LUT-based FPGA, that is, to
meet the constraints of the conditions. Among them, the
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updating of pheromone is determined by the following
formula:

G � Gw + Gnb + Gt, (22)

k(δ) �
(1/

���
2π

√
)G(V, E)

− π2/2  
. (23)

+e parameter k is the number of ants determined at the
initialization of the algorithm, and E is the volatilization
coefficient of pheromone. When the execution is con-
strained by physical resources, the delay of FPGA is the
minimum.

3. Research and Design of FPGA Architecture

3.1. Methods. +is paper proposes a method of FPGA
mapping and debugging for heterogeneous multicore high-
performance processors based on isomorphic symmetric
FPGA architecture, which effectively utilizes the architec-
tural features of heterogeneous multicore processors and the
symmetric features of isomorphic FPGA, divides FPGA
functions from top to bottom in a hierarchical way, and
constructs FPGA architecture from bottom to top. +e
FPGA architecture can be lightened and deployed quickly by
using speed bridge and adaptive delay adjustment sampling
technology in combination with an embedded virtual logic
analyzer (VLA) debugging tool. Using the mapping methods
of multicore complementary, intercore replacement simu-
lation, such as debug shell, can effectively complete the target
high-performance heterogeneous multicore processor and
the whole SOC chip system-level FPGA mapping. In the
aspect of algorithm, the fdmap algorithm is mainly imple-
mented, and the low latency mapping of resources is realized
with FPGA architecture.

3.2. Design. In this paper, based on the first fit decreasing
(FFD) algorithm, we propose an enhanced FFD algorithm of
the first decreasing map (fdmap). On the basis of dynamic
monitoring of LUT-based FPGA resource utilization, we use a
dynamic migration strategy to achieve lower latency of LUT-
based FPGA. In order to simplify and unify the experimental
standard, it is assumed that all LUT-based FPGAs in the data
center have the same configuration, and the resource re-
quirements of VM proposed by users are expressed as the
percentage of the total resource capacity of physical LUT-
based FPGAs. +at is, for the resource vector of the virtual
machine, the percentage is used to represent the demand
value of physical resources. In order to simulate the real data
center operation scene, the value of the resource vector is set
to be randomly generated in a certain value range.

3.2.1. Algorithm and Parameter Setting. In this experiment,
the fdmap algorithm uses CloudSim as the simulation ar-
chitecture, written in Java language. In order to map the
effectiveness of the fdmap algorithm, this paper compares
the fdmap algorithm with MDBP-ACO, vector VM, and
PMOC algorithm. +e virtual machine integration problem

is improved to a multidimensional process mapping
problem supporting multiple resource types, and the
problem is solved by the ACO algorithm. Compared with
the vector VM algorithm, this paper proposes the static
virtual machine placement algorithm, dynamic virtual
machine placement algorithm, and load balancing algorithm
based on vector computing theory. Based on the analysis of
historical load data of the data center, combined with real-
time VM resource monitoring, the migration mechanism of
the virtual machine is used to prevent the overload of
physical LUT-based FPGA. Under the condition of the same
scale of virtual machines, when mapping to a smaller
number of LUT-based FPGAs, it achieves more efficient
resource and delay utilization; that is, the larger the number
of virtual machines (me) in a single LUT-based FPGA, the
higher the efficiency. Based on the experiment of process
mapping, the influence of the LUT cell discharge model on
the positioning accuracy of process mapping is studied by
giving LUT cell interval r in different positions. +e simu-
lation parameters are set as follows: the motion space is
10m× 10m, the positioning period is 2 s, the positioning
direction is arbitrary, the process mapping keeps uniform
motion in each positioning period, and the operation speed
of process mapping in different positioning periods is
0.5∼2M/s. Under the same training time, the influence of
interval r on the positioning effect of process mapping is
analyzed.

3.2.2. Delay Comparison Design under Different Algorithms.
In this section, we do not consider the problem of network
delay optimization, and we only consider the delay opti-
mization of FPGA based on LUT. +e setting of different
algorithm parameters has a great influence on the calcula-
tion results and the convergence of the algorithm. In this
experiment, the number of ants selected for each iteration is
20, and the maximum number of cycles to find the solution
is NC_Max is 100, other ACO parameters are a� 1, 2, and
volatile factor is 0.2. Let the size of LUT-based FPGA in the
data center be 400, and the algorithm needs to map 1000
virtual machines. +e experiment is divided into three
groups: ABC Group and ACO Group. Among the three
groups of experiments, the average requirements of LUT-
based FPGA resources for virtual machines are set at 10%,
15%, and 20%, respectively. In order to adapt to multi-
resource requirements, we simulate five resource require-
ments of CPU, memory, disk, I/O throughput, and network;
that is, we set the dimension of the resource vector of the
virtual machine as 5. For LUT-based FPGA delay, the idle
LUT-based FPGA delay is 150W, and the full LUT-based
FPGA delay is 220W. Each experiment was run 10 times, and
the results of each experiment were averaged.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. FPGA Simulation Features and Mapping Test Analysis.
As shown in Figure 2, due to the comprehensive con-
sideration of the needs of multidimensional resources,
fdmap can achieve higher performance than MDBP-ACO,
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vector VM, EFFD, and PMOC under the same conditions.
+at is, under the premise of meeting the resource con-
straints, more national processes can be mapped into the
same LUT-based FPGA, thus reducing the number of
activated LUT-based FPGAs and improving the utilization
of delay.

+e network traffic of the data center is randomly
simulated by the communication matrix G and the com-
munication vector g of the national process intranet, which
unifies the life cycle of all national processes into one hour
and reduces the delay of process mapping circuit structure.
In terms of resource utilization, the average idle rate of the
five algorithms in the three groups of ABC experiments is
shown in Table 1. Compared with MDBP-ACO, vector VM,
EFFD, and PMOC, fdmap performs better in terms of re-
source utilization. +is is because fdmap considers more
resource matching dimensions and can reduce resource
waste in the case of more complementary resources.

As shown in Figure 3, the total network delay generated by
the random algorithm is the largest, and theVPTCA algorithm
achieves a better optimization effect than the fdmap algorithm;
this is because the VPTCA algorithm only optimizes the
network of the data center, while the fdmap algorithmnot only
considers the optimization of network resources but also
integrates the comprehensive utilization of CPU, disk,
memory, and other resources. Network optimization is not as
effective as the VPTCA algorithm, but overall delay optimi-
zation is better than the VPTCA algorithm. Comparing the
total average delays of the three LUT-based FPGAs, the overall
performance of the VPTCA network optimization is better
than the fdmap algorithm, but in the total average delay
optimization of the LUT-based FPGAs, the fdmap algorithm is

VPTCA and random. You can see that it is better than the
algorithm.

As shown in Figure 4, the generated FPGA simulation
uses 10 LUT units to represent 1100 environment sample
points, which is very close to the distribution structure of
samples while maintaining the topological order of sample
data. +ese core groups are connected to the internal data
and control bus of the chip, so they can simulate and replace
each other between heterogeneous cores. At an earlier stage,
cross-mapping between other high-speed peripheral mod-
ules or processor cores can be carried out with fewer re-
sources, which not only saves FPGA resources but also
simplifies the architecture and greatly speeds up the pro-
totype mapping test process. In addition, the coordination of
size and core is also very helpful to the location of the
problem elimination method. When the silicon chip is
debugged, it can also be used to reproduce the problems of
various modules, especially those of high-speed peripherals.

As shown in Figure 5, in the same scene, the improved
model can achieve closed-loop detection faster, correct the
process mapping pose, and map the robustness and rapidity
of the improved VP-SLAMmodel in the experimental scene.
Compared with the original VP-SLAMmodel, the improved
VP-SLAM model is closer to the actual path of process
mapping, which effectively improves the accuracy of process
mapping.

As shown in Figure 6, the maximum error of the FBG
high-temperature sensor demodulation system in this paper
is 0.071% in the high-temperature environment measure-
ment at 800°C. +e wavelength resolution of the demodu-
lation system is less than 7 pm, and the temperature
resolution is less than 1°C. +e adaptive delay circuit is
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Figure 2: FPGA process design simulation results.
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embedded in the receiver (Rx), and the received signal delay
is corrected by the register. In this design, according to the
delay demand, 800MHz high-frequency clock is used to
control the sampling delay, each delay step is 1.25 ns, a total
of 4B control, and the delay interval is 0–20 ns, which can
cover the whole period of the interface transmission signal,
as shown in Table 2.

Compare the measurement results of the sensor de-
modulation system at different temperatures with the the-
oretical analysis results, as shown in Table 1. In the
environment of wavelength resolution of 7 pm and tem-
perature error less than 1°C, the shell is debugged. Ten
mapping examples are simulated by the fdmap algorithm. In
the experiment, the LUTwith the most critical degree of 20%
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Table 1: Virtual machine intranet communication delay.

Item VM VP-SLAM Resources MDBP-ACO Vector VM Delay
LUT 3.43 1.76 1.75 1.42 3.39 2.78
Random 3.74 2.83 4.16 2.83 4.73 4.46
NC_MAX 1.64 2.9 2.45 4.81 3.14 2.96
FPGA 1.07 2.66 4.13 4.24 1.69 3.37
EFFD 2.02 1.16 6.53 6.38 1.51 4
Process mapping 5.7 2.28 4.74 1.73 2.86 6.8
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is selected, and the closed value of the LUTsearch type is set
to 0.86. Compared with the original data, the number of
LUTs increased by 15.2%, and the criticality decreased by
35.21%. Compared with the vector VM algorithm with the

biggest gap, the number of LUTs decreased by 14.25%, the
criticality improved by 14.21%, and the overall delay de-
creased by 65%. As a part of the engineering development
mode, after the RISC processor boot program is completed,
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Table 2: Measurement results and theoretical analysis results.

Item MDBP-ACO Vector VM EFFD PMOC FBG InGaAs
FPGA 3.26 5.53 4.02 3.66 5.69 3.28
Delay 4.24 3.3 3.05 2.26 4.36 4.85
Process mapping 4.98 1.35 3.12 4.46 4.09 3.24
Virtual machine 5.97 2.24 5.2 2 5.12 1.06
VP-SLAM 2.74 2.22 5.15 4.15 6.83 5.03
Resources 5.22 2.16 6.33 3.82 2.39 5.37
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you can choose whether to enter the debugging shell. Once
the debugging shell is turned on, you can test other
functional modules or processor cores in a more flexible
and intuitive way. In addition, debugging is a very im-
portant shell that can be embedded in any kind of processor
core because it does not depend on lib and OS, which is
very flexible to use. In addition to managing test routines, it
also provides a bare chip running environment for test
routines.

+e simulation characteristics of FPGA are shown in
Figure 7. Heterogeneous multicore chips adopt multigrain
packaging architecture. It is necessary to combine the
multigrains in Figure 1 for multigrain interconnection
mapping and performance analysis. On the other hand, the
efficiency is low. In this white paper, taking the 4-grain
interconnect as an example, you need to complete the entire
process of partitioning, compositing, laying out, wiring,
producing, and downloading files for up to 48 FPGAs. It
takes more than a week to iterate once. In view of this, if we
can take advantage of the functional symmetry between
grains and the regular interconnection of FPGAs, this work
can be greatly simplified.

As shown in Figure 8, the scale of the processor to be
mapped has been reduced by a large part, but it is still very
large, with complex internal structure and a wide variety of
high-speed interfaces, so it is necessary to implement FPGA
mapping and hardware/software codevelopment and
debugging are still facing many challenges. +e main
challenges are that the target heterogeneous multicore
processor architecture has a complex internal intercon-
nection, large logic scale, and many high-speed IO. How to
map to multiple FPGAs and meet the requirements of target
chips in different scale configurations, such as module level/
system level, single core/multicore, single module/multi-
module, single crystal/multigrain, and full chip, is a great
challenge to light up and implement effective mapping
quickly.

As shown in Figure 8, the scale of the processor to be
mapped has been reduced by a large part, but it is still very
large, with a complex internal structure and a wide variety of
high-speed interfaces, so it is necessary to implement FPGA
mapping and hardware/software codevelopment and
debugging are still facing many challenges. +e main
challenges are that the target heterogeneous multicore
processor architecture has a complex internal intercon-
nection, large logic scale, and many high-speed IO. How to
map to multiple FPGAs and meet the requirements of target
chips in different scale configurations, such as module level/
system level, single core/multicore, single module/multi-
module, single crystal/multigrain, and full chip, is a great
challenge to light up and implement effective mapping
quickly. As shown in Figure 9, compared with traditional
analog mapping and hardware accelerator mapping, FPGA
process mapping has worse signal observability and con-
trollability, difficult debugging, and long iteration cycle.
How to design a modular, flexible, and easy-to-use virtual
logic analyzer (VLA) is an urgent issue to solve. +e target
heterogeneous multicore processor is different from the
traditional homologous multicore processor. How to

perform heterogeneous cores, software task partitions, load
balancing, and coordination between system scheduling
algorithms and how to effectively use heterogeneous mul-
ticore architectures for more effective and faster mapping are
also controversial. Finally, the FPGA architecture con-
struction, debugging, hardware and software comapping of
the heterogeneous multicore processor, and the recurrence
of postsilicon problems on the FPGA architecture are
completed.

As shown in Figure 10, since the logic functions inside
the grains are completely consistent, if it is not necessary to
consider the power-on sequence and signal clock syn-
chronization between grains (how to solve the power-on
sequence and clock sampling synchronization will be de-
scribed later), it is only necessary to change the FPGA.
During the system startup, the firmware (FW) will select
different initialization execution paths according to the
master-slave status of the current grain. After the master-
slave grain completes the data path establishment, the
firmware of the master grain can complete the initialization
of other slave grains’ configuration.

As shown in Table 3, the traditional method of
grabbing signals based on FPGA’s own tools is often
limited by FPGA’s internal memory capacity, so it is
impossible to observe many signals for a long time (signal
depth). Another method is to connect the signal to the
pin, with the help of a logic analyzer and other debugging
equipment, but also limited by the available pin limit and
sampling depth; only some key signals can be selected.
For the target mapping chip, its internal data bus has a
large bit width and needs to observe a lot of signals, so the
number of debugging pins using FPGA IO pins is often
insufficient. On the other hand, in the process of mul-
ticore processor chip debugging, due to the heteroge-
neous multiprocessor architecture superimposing
multicore and multithread, branch prediction, specula-
tive execution, and other complex technologies, the
problem shows certain randomness. Sometimes the test
can find the problem within a few hours; sometimes, it
takes dozens of hours to encounter the problem, which
requires recording the multicore data of multiple pro-
cessor cores a long-running sequence of instructions (PC
values) for each thread to further analyze and locate the
problem.

4.2. Discussion. +e FPGA architecture of this paper selects
a unified architecture and the same type of FPGA so that all
grains can use the same FPGA configuration file. In this
way, only 12 single grains of FPGA architecture can be
completed, and then multigrains of interconnected de-
ployment can be supported at the same time, which greatly
improves the work efficiency and shortens the debugging
time. How to synchronize the power-on sequence of
multigrain (multi-FPGA architecture) and the inter-
connected signal and clock is also a problem to be solved.
According to the requirements of interconnection protocol
and sampling between dies, an adaptive and software
configurable delay control mechanism is introduced to
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realize the accurate interconnection and signal synchro-
nization of interface sampling. When the received signal
meets the expectation, the control state machine finishes
the delay correction and informs the sender to stop sending
the training sequence. In the boot sequence, the firmware
polls the control register values for software and hardware
synchronization to ensure that the data sampling syn-
chronization between the FPGA architectures is complete.
In the next step, the software controls the normal data
transfer between the FPGA architecture interfaces. Due to
the target mapping, the multicore processor of multigrain

FPGA integrates DDR4 memory controller, pcie4.0,
sata3.0, usb3.1, 10-gigabit Ethernet, and many other high-
speed IO peripheral interfaces. In order to map their logical
correctness, these high-speed IO interfaces need to be
implemented on the FPGA architecture. According to the
standard protocol, the real speed of high-speed interfaces
such as pcie4.0 and sata3.0 is fast, and the working fre-
quency of FPGA is very high. After the interconnection of
the target chip, the internal control logic of the chip needs
to span multiple FPGA boards and multiple FPGA chips,
and its frequency has been difficult to meet the full rate
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requirements such as pcie4.0, which requires a differential
bridge to match the rate between FPGA and real interface,
so that pcie4.0, sata3.0, and other high-speed interfaces can
be realized in the FPGA architecture in the form of low
speed.

5. Conclusions

+is paper proposes a fdmap algorithm based on the FFD al-
gorithm and, on the basis of dynamic monitoring of LUT-based
FPGA resource utilization, uses a dynamic migration strategy to
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Table 3: Pin limit and sampling depth.

Item FPGA Delay Process mapping Virtual machine VP-SLAM
Vector VM 3.8 1.73 2.79 1 1.06
EFFD 4.22 4.95 3.14 2.99 2.95
PMOC 2.03 1.48 5.11 2.14 4.78
FBG 2.07 4.5 1.9 2.81 2.71
InGaAs 6.79 5.15 6.07 6.31 5.6
Resources 5.61 6.3 5.87 1.24 5.61
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Figure 10: Internal logic function of the die.
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achieve lower latency of LUT-based FPGA. In order to simplify
and unify the experimental standard, it is assumed that all LUT-
based FPGAs in the data center have the same configuration,
and the resource requirements of VM proposed by users are
expressed as the percentage of the total resource capacity of
physical LUT-based FPGAs. +at is, for the resource vector of
the virtual machine, the percentage is used to represent the
demand value of physical resources. In order to simulate the real
data center operation scene, the value of the resource vector is
set to be randomly generated in a certain value range. Compared
with vector VM, which has the biggest gap, this algorithm can
reduce the number of LUTs by 14.25%, improve the criticality by
14.21%, and reduce the overall delay by 65%. +erefore, the
isomorphic symmetric FPGA architecture proposed in this
paper can improve the structural criticality and significantly
reduce the latency while reducing the number of LUTs.
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